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Abstract — Constructing 3-D graphic image models in 

general uses expensive equipment so that it is difficult to 
develop 3-D images as popular graphics in the world.  In this 
paper, a 3-D graphic model constructed using a consumer-user 
digital still camera is proposed.  A simple scene is set up to 
conveniently process the images, captured by the consumer-user 
digital still camera, for 3-D graphics.  Besides, the 3-D graphic 
model expressed by color and model matrices is approximated 
by six surfaces including front, left, back, right, top and bottom.  
The six-surface images of an object captured by the consumer-
user digital still camera sculpture the 3-D graphic body to form 
a model matrix, and then all the six view images sequentially fill 
their color information in proper element of color matrix 
according to the finished model matrix and their view 
relationship.  Once color and model matrices are prepared well, 
the complete 3-D graphics model can be obtained by combining 
them together. The work of constructing a 3-D graphic model is 
depicted by six Pseudo Codes and summarized by two 
procedures.  The proposed 3-D graphic model wastes 633.6 KB 
at image resolution 160×120 pixels, and 3.6864 MB at image 
resolution 320×240 pixels.  The 3-D graphic model constructed 
by quick procedures, and using less memory makes 3-D images 
used in handheld devices possible.  In addition, four objects: 
mobile phone, stapler, correction tape and small clock, used as 
illustrative examples for demonstrating the 3-D graphic model 
are included1. 

 
Index Terms — 3-D Graphic Models, Consumer-User Digital 

Still Camera, 3G Communication, Handheld Devices, 3-D 
graphic images. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since mobile electronic devices offer people much 

convenience for computation and communication, third 
generation (3G) multimedia terminals such as cellular phones, 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and car navigation devices 
have received much attention recently.  Because of vivid visual 
effect, 3-D graphics makes 3G multimedia services very 
interesting in entertainment, virtual reality and user interface [1].  
It is predictable that the handheld devices having the functions 
of 3-d graphics will be popular in the future. 
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For mobile wireless applications, power consumption is one 
of the important problems due to their limited battery capacity.  
Besides, low cost is the first choice of most consumers.  The 
requirement of low-power and low-cost products thus 
constraints computing power and memory space used in real-
time 3-D computer graphics.  Recently, many researchers 
have focused on low-power 3-D graphics for handheld 
devices including hardware accelerators [2-4] as well as 
software libraries [5-6].  In the consideration of low-power 
and low-cost handheld devices, both hardware accelerators 
and software libraries aren’t easily implemented in high-
performance Center Processor Units (CPU) without 
complications.  Such consideration stimulates us to develop 3-
D graphic models for low-price CPU. 

To develop 3-D graphic models, there are two necessary 
tasks: data acquisition and graphic reconstruction of 3-D 
objects.  For acquiring 3-D object data, researchers study to 
use multi cameras [7], single camera [8] and 3-D scanner [9], 
but huge memory space of image data isn’t suitable to 
handheld devices.  For 3-D graphic reconstruction, the 
complicated algorithms of both “multiple baseline stereo” [10] 
and “Shape from silhouette” [11-12] burn the computation 
time of low-price CPU.  In this paper, we propose a simple 3-
D graphic model constructed by a consumer-user digital still 
camera. 

Digital cameras are usually used for just taking photos.  It is 
very advantageous for their low cost and easy handling to 
digitalize object’s pictures in the world [13-16].  In this paper, 
a 3-D object modeling system is designed by using a 
consumer-user digital still camera for rapidly constructing 
low-cost graphic models.  Affordable 3-D graphic models will 
make handheld devices much easier to produce vivid visual 
effect.  In addition, easy handling of a digital still camera will 
facilitate to rapidly construct 3-D graphic models. 

Usually, a consumer-user digital still camera stores images 
in JPEG file format.  However, this file format which together 
scrambles image parameters of brightness, white balance, 
focus length, contrast, and so on makes it difficult to process a 
3-D graphic model.  Although some manufacturers design the 
image files involving image parameters in RAW formats, 
there are many drawbacks as follows: 

(1) Its file size is 2 to 6 times larger than JPEG file [17], 
(2) Larger file size makes cameras store fewer images on a 

given memory card, and need longer processing time 
period, 

(3) The RAW files created by different manufacturers have 
different formats. 
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Larger file size makes algorithms developed in handheld 
devices difficult in their limited memory space.  And it is 
inconvenient to develop algorithms for different RAW file 
formats.  In addition, the algorithm developed for one 
manufacturer product will be unpopular.  Therefore, in this 
paper, the file format chosen to construct 3-D graphic models 
is JPEG for popular algorithms applied to any one type of 
digital still camera.  To make the loss of image parameters less 
impacting, we thus propose a 3-D graphic modeling system.  
In addition, the model of 3-D graphics is approximated by a 
cube with six surfaces to facilitate stitching each surface of 3-
D graphic images.  We believe that the algorithms developed 
in this paper can be implemented by making some 
modifications for image files in RAW formats if some 
manufacturers are interested in promoting their cameras for 
rendering 3-D graphics. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  In section 2, 
the frameworks of constructing a 3-D graphic model are 
presented.  How to sculpture an object’s body contour and 
paste color images for constructing 3-D graphics is depicted in 
section 3.  In this section, there are four pseudo codes and two 
procedures developed for details in this section.  Section 4 
shows implementation and experiments of constructing 3-D 
graphic models.  Finally, conclusions are made in section 5. 

II. PRELIMINARIES FOR A SIMPLE 3-D GRAPHIC MODEL 
This section introduces the frameworks of the images 

captured and processed for constructing a 3-D graphic model.  
The work of constructing 3-D graphics is summarized by 
developing five process steps.  In addition, the problems 
arisen by using a consumer-user digital camera are included to 
reveal how to capture pictures for 3-D graphic images. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The simple scene of capturing 3-D images. 

 
In this paper, constructing 3-D graphic models relies on 

JPEG image file format.  The JPEG image file captured by a 
consumer-user digital still camera loses the image parameters 
of focus length, exposed compensation, white balance and 
brightness, etc.  Therefore, processing images for 3-D 
graphics must face some problems as follows: 

* It is difficult to consider lighting during capturing images 
because of the self-adaptive function of brightness, white 
balance and exposed compensation. 

* The self-adaptive function of focus length may make the 
images of a same object inconsistent with capturing size. 

To resolve these problems, a simple scene shown in Fig. 1 is 
proposed for capturing object’s images into a consumer-user 
digital still camera.  In this scene, an object and the camera are 
located at distinct positions labeled by two marks in order to 
fix their distance during capturing different surface images.  
The black background makes the effect due to the brightness, 
white balance and exposed compensation of self-adaptive 
functions less, and makes the segmentation between the pixels 
of an object and the background easy.  It is, however, difficult 
to resolve the effects caused by self-adaptive functions of 
cameras.  The only thing we can do is to keep the 
environmental lighting much consistent during capturing 
different surface images of an object. 

The 3-D graphic model contour is approximated by a six-
surface cube as shown in Fig. 2.  Let the front-view 
perspective be x-y plane with normal vector z, and the right-
view and up-view perspective be y-z plane with normal vector 
x and z-x plane with normal vector y, respectively.  Then the 
3-D graphics of an object is constructed by combining the six-
surface images.  Consequently, the procedure of 3-D graphic 
model construction needs six-surface images of a 3-D object. 

In this study, a consumer-user digital still camera, Canon 
IXUS 400 is used to capture the six-surface images.  
However, the captured images in general include both an 
object and its background color.  So it is necessary to segment 
the color between an object and background. The background 
of an object is thus designed by black color for easily 
segmenting. 

Top View

Front View

Right View

 
Fig. 2. A simple model of 3-D graphics. 

Traditional method of color segmentation makes use of a 
threshold value.  Pseudo Code 1, a traditional method, segments 
the pixels of an object and background by designing a threshold 
color value.  But, it is difficult to design this value for a variety of 
objects whose images are captured for constructing a 3-D graphic 
model.  By experiments, the color segmentation between objects 
and background is difficult to rely a threshold value in both RGB 
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and HIS color space because the brightness of black paper leads 
unimaginable color.  Therefore, a new method, self-adaptive 
segmentation, is proposed as depicted in Pseudo Code 2. 
 
Pseudo Code 1: Threshold value segmentation 
FOR ALL image i= 0….numberOfImages-1 DO 

IF |BackgroundImageColor(i)-ObjectImageColor(i)| <= ThresholdColor  THEN 
OutputImageColor(i)= BlackColor 

ELSE 
OutputImageColor(i)= ObjectImageColor(i) 

END IF 
END FOR 
 

The self-adaptive segmentation method defines the object’s 
pixel if its color value is larger over a threshold value than the 
average value of the background color (black paper).  It is easy to 
resolve the average value of background color by a pre-selecting 
background area at the initial step.  In addition, if one pixel is 
identified as background, its color is added for the new average 
value of the background color.  As depicted in Pseudo Code 2, 
the row number less InputImageRowNumber in the image matrix 
are background whose color is defined as the average value of 
background color.  Using this average value, an object color in 
the images captured by a consumer-user digital still camera is 
segmented to obtain pure object’s images. By experiments, the 
self-adaptive segmentation is better than traditional segmentation 
just using a threshold value. 
 
Pseudo Code 2: Self-adaptive segmentation 
Vnum=1 
FOR ALL image i= 0….numberOfImages-1 DO 

IF i<=InputImageRowNumber THEN 
OutputImageColor(i)= BlackColor 
ColorMeanValue = [ColorMeanValue+InputImageColor(i)]/Vnum 
Vnum= Vnum+1 

ELSE 
IF InputImageColor(i)+ColorMeanValue<=ThresholdColor THEN 

OutputImageColor(i)= BlackColor 
ColorMeanValue=[ColorMeanValue+InputImageColor(i)]/Vnum 
Vnum = Vnum+1 

ELSE 
OutputImageColor(i) = InputImageColor(i) 

END IF 
END IF 

END FOR 
 
For merging six-surface images to build a 3-D object graphics, 

we use two kinds of matrices: color and model matrices.  The 
color matrix stores color information of every vertex, and the 
model matrix stores information of valid vertices to form the 
object shape.  Every element makes use of one bit in a model 
matrix for representing which vertex is valid or not.  For a frame 
with 160×120 pixels, the model matrix spends 288KB (Kilo 
Bytes) and 345.6 KB for the color matrix.  A 3-D graphic model 
totally wastes 633.6 KB (288+345.6).  Even for the resolution of 
a frame with 320×240 pixels, a 3-D graphic model uses 3.6864 
MB (Mega Bytes).  Compared with traditional 3-D graphic 
models, the simple model proposed in this paper wastes less 
memory space to make applications of handheld devices 
possible. 

Constructing a 3-D graphics model is proposed by five 
process steps as follows: 
1) Capture the six-surface images of an object, 
2) Segment background from the six-surface images by using 

Pseudo Code 2, 
3) Sculpture the shape of a 3-D graphic model to form a 

model matrix, 
4) Paste six-surface images to form a color matrix, 
5) Design a rendering engine to show and operate the 3-D 

graphic object. 
Steps 1) and 2) conducted in this section are able to obtain six 
surfaces of pure object’s images.  Steps 3) and 4) will make 
use of the six-surface pure object images to construct a 3-D 
graphics in the next section.  For step 5), we will design a 3-D 
rendering engine using OpenGL to manipulate constructed 3-
D graphics in section 4. 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF A 3-D GRAPHIC MODEL 
Constructing a 3-D graphic model includes sculpturing its 

body and pasting images on its six surfaces.  In this section, 
all the work engages the pure object images processed from 
six-surface images.  In addition, four Pseudo Codes depict the 
constructing work in detail.  Two procedures for summarizing 
the depiction are also included. 

 
Pseudo Code 3: Sculpture the 3-D object contour with a front-
view image 
FOR FrontViewImage a= 0….numberOfImageColumns-1 DO 

FOR FrontViewImage b= 0….numberOfImageRows-1 DO 
IF FrontViewImageColor(a,b) == BlackColor TEHN 

FOR ChangingAxis c= 0….numberOfImageColumns-1 DO 
ModelMatrix(a,b,c)= 0 
ColorMatrix(a,b,c)= 0 

END FOR 
ELSE 

FOR ChangingAxis c= 0….numberOfImageColumns-1 DO 
ModelMatrix(a,b,c)= 1 
ColorMatrix(a,b,c)= FrontViewImageColor(a,b) 

END FOR 
END IF 

END FOR 
END FOR 

 
Pseudo Code 4: Search the color edges of a back-view image 
FOR BackViewImage a= 1….numberOfImageColumns-2 DO 

FOR BackViewImage b= 0….numberOfImageRows-1 DO 
IF BackViewImageColor(a-1,b) == BlackColor && 
BackViewImageColor(a,b) != BlackColor && ImageBoardXFind==0  

TEHN 
ImageBoardX= a 
ImageBoardXFind= 1 

END IF 
END FOR 

END FOR 
 
A 3-D graphic model in general needs a body model for 

constructing its shape and a color model for pasting its 
surface’s information such as lighting or texture.  In this 
paper, the body model and the color model are represented by 
a model matrix and a color matrix, respectively.  A 3-D 
graphic model is constructed by its model matrix to have its 
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cube shape first, and then fills a color matrix with surface 
image color.  Consequently, the construction of the 3-D 
graphics model makes use of the pure object’s six-surface 
images processed by Steps 1) and 2). 
 
Pseudo Code 5: Search the body edges of a back-view image 
FOR ModelMatrix m= numberOfMatrixColumns-2….0 DO 

FOR ModelMatrix n= 0…. numberOfMatrixRows-1 DO 
FOR ModelMatrix o= 0…. numberOfMatrixDepths-1 DO 

IF ModelMatrix (m+1,n,o)== 0 &&  
ModelMatrix (m,n,o)== 1 && ObjectBoardXFind== 0 TEHN 
ObjectBoardX= m 
ObjectBoardXFind= 1 

END IF 
END FOR 

END FOR 
END FOR 
 
Pseudo Code 6: Paste a back-view image on the searched 
surface 
FOR p= 0…. numberOfImageColumns- ImageBoardX -1 DO 

Flag= 0 
FOR q= 0…. numberOfImageRows- ImageBoardY -1 DO 

Flag= 0 
IF BackViewImageColor(p+ImageBoardX,q+ImageBoardY) 

==BlackColor THEN 
FOR r= 0…. numberOfMatrixDepths-1 DO 

ModelMatrix(ObjectBoardX-p,ObjectBoardY+q,r)= 0 
END FOR 

ELSE 
FOR r= 1…. numberOfMatrixDepths-1 DO 

IF ModelMatrix(ObjectBoardX-p,ObjectBoardY+q,r-1)==0 && 
ModelMatrix(ObjectBoardX-p,ObjectBoardY+q,r)== 1 && 

Flag== 0 THEN 
Flag= 1 
ColorMatrix(ObjectBoardX-p,ObjectBoardY+q,r) 

=BackViewImageColor(p+ImageBoardX, 
q+ImageBoardY) 

END IF 
END FOR 

END IF 
END FOR 

END FOR 
 

The construction of a model matrix makes use of the front-
view, left-view and top-view images containing x-y, y-z and 
x-z surfaces, respectively, to establish the six-surface 
boundaries of a 3-D object, i. e. the contour of a 3-D graphic 
body.  As shown in Fig. 2, an original cube sculptured 
according to the front-view image by Pseudo Code 3 builds 
the initial contour model of 3-D graphics which holds the 
shape of x-y plane.  Continuously sculpturing the initial 
contour model according to the left-view and top-view images 
by modifying Pseudo Code 3 will result in the contour model 
of a 3-D graphic.  This 3-D graphic contour model constructed 
by only the front-view, left-view and top-view contours has a 
fixed coordinate system leading to sculpture the rest surface 
contours, the contours of the back-view, bottom-view and 
right-view images.  Once the rest surface contours are 
sculptured, the 3-D graphic model has its model matrix. 

Next, pasting six-surface images is step 4) for a final 3-D 
graphic model.  However, because needing accurate center 
position and consistent shape boundaries, pasting is more 
complicated than sculpturing in step 3).  Therefore, pasting of 

every surface image needs three tasks, searching image edges, 
searching model boundaries and pasting surfaces.  These three 
tasks are summarized by Procedure 1.  Pseudo codes 4, 5, and 
6 depict these three tasks for pasting back-view image surface 
in detail.  These pseudo codes can be modified for pasting the 
other surface images.  After pasting six-surface images, the 3-
D graphic model is constructed to have the color matrix. 

Procedure 1: Paste six-surface images. 

 
 

Procedure 2: The Summary of the construction steps for a 3-D 
graphic model. 

 
 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, there are four objects, mobile phone, stapler, 

correction tape and small clock, used as examples to illustrate 
how to construct 3-D graphic models. 

 

Capture the six-surface images 

Segment background from captured 
images 

Sculpture a model matrix 

Paste six-surface images on a color 
matrix 

Render 3-D graphics using OpenGL 
under user interfaces 
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Fig. 3. The six-surface images of a mobile phone. 

 
The manipulator interface is implemented by OpenGL for a 3-D 

graphic rendering engine.  The 3-D graphic rendering engine can 
show and operate the constructed 3-D graphics model via mouse 
and keyboard for demonstration.  There are three types of buffers 
created by OpenGL, including double buffers, color buffer and z 
buffer.  The double buffers are used for showing the 3-D graphics 
object more fluently. 

In the experiments, implementation platform is  a PC (Personal 
Computer) with CPU AMD 2800+ (1.99GHz), memory 512 MB 
DDR400, and video card RADEON 9800 PRO 128 MB.  As 
image resolution at 160*120, the construction time of a 3-D 
graphic image takes 4 seconds, but takes 1 minute and 40 seconds 
as image resolution at 320*240.  However, such time is permitted 
for constructing acceptable 3-D graphic models in handheld 
devices. 

In the implementation, we depict the construction of a mobile 
phone 3-D graphic model in detail as follows.  At the first step, the 
six-surface images of the mobile phone are captured as shown in 
Fig. 3.  In Fig. 3, the pictures of left column are the original images, 

but those of right column are the pure object’s images.  According 
to the six-surface images, a cube as shown in Fig. 2 is sculptured to 
build its model matrix.  Then the six-surface images are pasted on 
the color matrix with the corresponding model matrix by using 
Procedure 1.  After combining both matrices, the 3-D graphic 
model constructed for the mobile phone is finished as shown in Fig. 
4.  Fig. 4 shows the 3-D graphics at various points of view by 
manipulator interfaces designed by OpenGL. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. The manipulation of the mobile phone at various points of view. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. The complete 3-D graphic models. 

 
In this paper, the 3-D graphic models of four objects including 

mobile phone, stapler, correction tape and small clock are 
implemented for demonstration.  These complete 3-D graphic 
images as shown in Fig. 5 illustrate that the 3-D graphic model 
construction proposed in this paper is valid for various types of 
objects. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the rapid and simple construction method of 

3-D graphic image models is proposed by just using a 
consumer-user digital still camera in a simple scene.  In the 
construction, six-surface images of an object sculpture a 3-D 
graphic body to form a model matrix, and then are pasted on 
right surface to let the 3-D graphics body possess realistic 
appearance.  Four objects: mobile phone, stapler, correction 
tape and small clock, demonstrate the proposed construction 
method.  As image resolution at 160×120 pixels, a 3-D 
graphic image model spends 633.6 KB memory for storage, 
and takes 4 seconds for constructing.  The 3-D graphic 
construction using a consumer-user digital still camera makes 
producing 3-D graphic images easy and cheap.  Besides, the 
3-D graphic model using less memory and taking less 
construction time paves a way to develop 3-D graphics in 
handheld devices for 3G communication age in the future. 
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